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committed to this preparation and can only fight its way
out. For fascism preparation for war does not mean leaving
one of many doors open just in case war should unfor-
tunately break out, but leaving only one open and shutting
all the rest. War is not merely a possibility which the state
must bear in mind, but a certainty and a necessity to .which
everything is subordinated. Speaking at the meeting of
the Corporations on March 23, 1936, Mussolini explained
his policy and his ideas for the future as follows :
* Italy can and must attain the maximum of economic
independence for peace and war. The whole of the
Italian economic system must be directed towards this
supreme necessity, on which depends the future of the
Italian people. I now come to the crux, to what I might
call the plan of control for Italian economic policy in the
coming fascist era. This plan is determined by one
single consideration ; that our nation will be called to
war. When ? How ? Nobody can say, but the wheel
of fate is turning fast.'1
The fascist economy is a closed and planned economy
with war as its objective. Cost price, competition and even
profit are of no importance in the general scheme. The
political aim of preparation for war is more important than
any economic consideration, and equally the resulting
economic organisation can serve no other aim. In his
speech of May 26, 1934 (quoted above), Mussolini said :
c If I wanted to introduce state- capitalism or state socialism
into Italy, I should now have all the necessary external
and objective conditions for doing so.' Can it be said that
fascist economy is state capitalism? In spite of several
points of resemblance, we believe not. Under fascism the
state does not simply take the place of private capitalists
as the organizer of the economic system, but forces them to
follow its own policy. Fascism is interested in power, not
profit. Naturally profit may one day have to be added
to power, but between the two there is a wide gulf which
1 Those who thought or pretended to think that the conquest of Abyssinia
would appease fascist Italy and turn Mussolini into an apostle of European
peace can now see how arbitrary were their conjectures.

